SERIES ONE PROBEND
HANDGUARD BAR PACK
This Bar Pack comes with bar end hardware,
Alloy Brush Guards and Handshields.
You will need to purchase the appropriate handlebar
clamps to make this installation complete.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTSIONS:
1.

(Figure 1) Install PLASTIC HANDSHIELDS (A) onto SERIES ONE BARS (B) using the pre-drilled, pre-tapped
holes and supplied Phillips Head screws(C).

2.

(Figure 2) Loosen the clutch perch on the bike and move temporarily in order to install the U-CLAMP (D).

3.

(Figure 3) Install left and right U-CLAMPS (D) (marked by "L" and "R") onto the handlebars in appropriate
locations. Place the two halves over handlebars and tighten allen bolts slightly allowing for adjustment.
(For best fit, rotate U-Clamps to position them either over or under cables.)

4.

(Figure 4) Re-Position Clutch Perch and tighten slightly allowing for adjustment.

5.

(Figure 5) Install BAR ENDS (E) into SERIES ONE BARS (B).

6.

(Figure 6) Cut out the ends of the handlebar grips and throttle tube. Insert BAR ENDS (E) into handlebar
ends. (Note: Be sure not to sieze throttle tube when tightening Bar End. Make sure throtttle works freely,
without any interference)

7.

(Figure 7) Install SERIES ONE BARS (B) onto U-CLAMPS (D) using the supplied 8MM BOLTS.

8.

Adjust SERIES ONE BARS to desired positions, then tighten U-CLAMPS (D), 8MM BOLTS (F),
BAR ENDS (E) and clutch perch.

9.

Check for tightness and ensure that all controls/cables work freely and are clear of any obstructions!!!
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WARNING:

Series One Alloy Handguards are designed for use on off-road motorcycles only. They are not
designed for any other purpose or any other class of motorcycle. Series One Alloy Handguards are designed to
protect from roost and debris. however, they may not prevent injury.
Series One is a trademark design and shape - Cycra Racing U.S.A. dba SV Plastics INC

